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GEN-I at the top of the international Energy Risk  
Commodity Rankings 2024 
 

 

The GEN-I Group has achieved an excellent set of rankings from the most extensive global survey of 
energy markets. It was placed first and second in the South-Eastern and Central Eastern Europe rankings, 
respectively, and achieved two third places on the global ranking.  
 
Ljubljana, 11 April 2024 – The GEN-I Group has been an important feature of the prestigious Energy Risk 
Commodity Rankings for many years. This most extensive global energy market survey covers the biggest 
names in the sector, including traders, brokers and service providers.  
 
The latest survey, Energy Risk Commodity Rankings 2024, sees GEN-I performing extremely well in a 
number of areas: in the global rankings, two excellent third places (Best Overall Energy Dealer and 
Power Dealer categories) and a ninth place (Best Overall Commodities Dealer).  In the regional lists for 
Western European markets, GEN-I climbed to third place in Germany and fourth place in Italy in the 
Power Dealer category. It did even better in the regional lists for Central and Eastern Europe, with first 
place in South-Eastern Europe and second place in Central Eastern Europe (Power Dealer category). It 
also fared well in the Research in Power category, where it placed third. 
 
These top rankings are without doubt a reflection of the trust placed in the GEN-I Group by its business 
partners, and of the fact that GEN-I has, over the last 12 months, managed to remain a reliable partner, 
ensure stable and secure operations, and provide excellent service despite the unpredictable conditions 
on the market and beyond. Its partners appreciate the attributes in which GEN-I scored highly (a series of 
second places for pricing, reliability, flexibility, speed of execution, integrity and market knowledge), as well 
as its creativity and innovation, where it secured top spot. This is firm confirmation that GEN-I is one of the 
industry’s most innovative participants in the European market. At the same time, the results demonstrate 
the importance of the GEN-I Group’s investments in continuous progress and research, and, above all, the 
exceptional abilities of its employees.   

A total of 1,716 individuals from the energy sector took part in the survey, which ran from 31 October 2023 
to 29 January 2024. They were asked to vote for their top three companies in markets in which they 
themselves had been active over the previous year. The survey is not intended to reflect volumes traded; 
instead, the voting criteria are based on market participants’ perception, and include, among other things, 
reliability, pricing and overall service provision. Energy Risk prepares a final list of rankings based on the 
responses received.  

 

Source:  
https://www.risk.net/commodities/energy/7959124/energy-risk-commodity-rankings-2024-markets-buffeted-by-geopolitics-and-
economic-woes 
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